We consider the following regularity conditions: Similar conditions are used in the literature (see, e.g., Kato, Galvao and Montes-Rojas (2012) , and Galvao, Lamarche and Lima (2013) ). Assumption S.1 is needed for the consistency of the estimator and for obtaining a well-defined limiting distribution. It requires that the regressors are strictly bounded, with the implication that the support of the error distributions is bounded and all coefficients, including the factor loadings, are bounded too. Assumption S.2 is an identification condition and is similar to Assumptions (A3), (A1) and (B1) in Kato, Galvao and Montes-Rojas (2012) . Assumption S.3 has two parts which correspond to the case of heterogeneous and homogeneous coefficients. The first part is standard in the panel quantile literature for models with homogeneous coefficients and it is needed for the existence of limiting forms of positive definite matrices and to invoke a Central Limit Theorem. The second part relates to slope heterogeneity in a quantile framework. Assumption S.3.b allows for slope heterogeneity while guaranteeing that the covariance matrix of the QMG estimator is well defined.
S.1.3. Proofs
This section provides a proof using a number of high level assumptions. Further work is required to develop a rigorous asymptotic theory when a growing number of variables is used to approximate latent factors in a dynamic quantile regression model. See Remarks S.1 and S.2 below.
Proof of Theorem 1. The proof is divided in two parts. First, we show uniform consistency of the proposed estimator by demonstrating that the feasible and infeasible optimization problems are equivalent as N , T and p T → ∞. The second part of the proof establishes consistency ofθ i (τ ). Under the conditions of Proposition S.1, the consistency ofθ i (τ ) implies the consistency of the first (1 + p x ) elements of the reduced form coefficients,π i (τ ).
[Part 1: Asymptotic equivalence of objective functions] For each i, define
We establish the required result in two steps. First, we prove that Q i,T (τ, θ i ) converges uniformly to Q i,∞ (τ, θ i ) in θ i and τ . Second, we show that the difference between the feasible optimization problem that usesQ i,T,N (τ, π i ) and the infeasible Q i,T (τ, θ i ) converges to zero as N , T and
The first step is to show that, Newey and McFadden (1994) .
The second part of the proof uses a version of Knight's (1998) 
We begin by noticing that by equations (S.1.1) and (S.1.2), we can write
The last inequality is obtained by using the definition of h it,N in equation (S.1.3). Under Assumption 7, sup i ∥δ il ∥ < Kρ l for all i and l, then the first term can be bounded by
Under Assumptions 4, 5 and 7, and by the conditions in Proposition S.1, it follows that
which tends to zero as N , T , and p T → ∞.
Remark S.1. The rate p 3 T /T → κ, 0 < κ < ∞ in Proposition S.1 below guarantees that the approach developed in Chudik and Pesaran (2015) is consistent. Using cross-sectional averages and their p T lagged values requires to balance two properties: (1) when p T is large, we can approximate f t withz t and its lagged values, and (2) the rate at which p T raises with T is sufficiently restrictive to ensure that individual estimates ofπ i (τ ) are consistent. The implication is that the number of regressors are not too many relative to T . Remark S.2. The issue of the rate at which p T raises with T is similar to the result established in He and Shao (2000) 's Corollary 2.1, where they establish consistency and asymptotic normality for convex loss function with finitely many jump discontinuities, but they do not allow for the panel aspect of our problem and the actual sample size is T and not T − p T as in our dynamic case. (See also their Example 2 on the spatial median where p 2 x /T → 0 is needed). The rates differ from the one needed in least squares regressions where the objective function is differentiable everywhere, and it is required that p 3 /T tends to a bounded constant as in Chudik and Pesaran (2015) .
The second part of our argument is that since the two objective functions are asymptotically equivalent, we work directly with the infeasible estimator by considering W it that replaces X it . The development of the proof below follows closely Kato, Galvao and Montes-Rojas (2012) and Galvao and Wang (2015) .
[Part 2: Consistency of quantile coefficients] For each η > 0, define the ball B i (η) := {θ i :
Because the objective function is convex,
is equivalent to (2.18).
Thus, by equation (S.1.5), the following inclusion relationships are true:
We therefore need to show that
which is similar to equation (A.3) in Kato, Galvao and Montes-Rojas (2012) and equation (15) in Galvao and Wang (2015) . Recall that as N → ∞, automatically T → ∞ too.
Without loss of generality, we restrict all the balls B i (η) to be equal to B(η) by setting
∃K ℓ 1 balls with center θ (j) and radius ϵ/3κ where κ := C(1 + M ).
For each θ ∈ B(η), there is j ∈ {1, ..., K} such that,
The last inequality follows by a property of g θ (u, W). Notice that,
Therefore, following (S.1.7), we write,
By Hoeffding's inequality, each probability can be bounded by 2 exp (−(ϵ/3) 2 (T /2M 2 )), and therefore,
where D is a constant that depends on ϵ and not on i. 
The first term converges in probability to zero as established in Theorem 1 and the last equality follows by Assumption 5.
Proof of Theorem 3. By definition, as in Theorem 2, we havê
It follows that,
and by definition,
We now obtain the asymptotic representation ofθ i (τ ) − θ i (τ ) following closely Galvao and Wang (2015) . Define
. We use an expansion of H i (θ i ) around θ i0 to obtain,
where
). Basic manipulations lead to:
For fixed N , the second term in the last expression is o p (1). In the case of panel data, we need to find the order of
] .
Lemma S.1 establishes that order. Moreover, by the computational property of quantile regression,
After basic simplifications, we obtain Therefore, by standard arguments, as N and T tends to infinity under the conditions of
Proof of Theorem 4. If
Using the definitions introduced in the proof of Theorem 3, we write
Following Theorem 3 and Lemma S.1, we have, for each
Again, using Lemma S.1, after basic simplifications, we obtain
As N and T tends to infinity under the conditions of Theorem 1,
where V is the asymptotic covariance matrix ofθ(τ ). Using equation (S.1.14), we conclude that
Proof. The proof is implicit in the proof of Theorem 1 in Chudik and Pesaran (2015) , and therefore we refer the reader to equation (A.71) on page 418. See also footnote 11 in Chudik and Pesaran (2015) .
Lemma S.1. Under Assumption 1 and Assumptions S.1-S.3, for δ
Proof. The first result is obtained following Lemma 4 in Galvao and Wang (2015) . The second result follows directly from Lemma 5 in Galvao and Wang (2015) .
S.2. Monte Carlo
This section reports results of several additional simulation exercises on the small sample performance of the proposed estimator, complementing the results reported in Section 3 of the paper. Observations on y it for i = 1, 2, . . . , N and t = −S + 1, −S + 2, .., 0, 1, ..., T are generated according to the model with two factors considered in Section 3.
As in Section 3, we assume that the error term u it is an i.i.d. random variable distributed as Standard Normal. We expand the evidence by also considering that u it is an i.i.d. random variable distributed as t-student with 4 degrees of freedom (t 4 ), and as χ 2 with 3 degrees of freedom (χ 2 3 ). We consider the following four variations of the model (with λ i = λ):
Design 1: (Location shift model with homogeneous slopes). We consider β 1 = 1 in a location shift model with κ 1i = 0 for all 1 ≤ i ≤ N . Design 2: (Location shift model with heterogeneous slopes). We consider heterogeneous slope parameters β 1i = β 1 + ν 1i in a location shift model, where κ 1i = 0 for all 1 ≤ i ≤ N , β 1 = 1 and ν 1i ∼ U (−0.25, 0.25). The parameter β 1i (τ ) = β 1i for all i and τ . Design 3: (Location-scale shift model with homogeneous slopes). We consider homogenous slope parameters β 1 = 1 in a location-scale shift model with κ 1i ∼ U(0, 0.2). In this case, the slope parameter
u (τ ). Design 4: (Location-scale shift model with heterogeneous slopes). We consider heterogeneous slope parameters as in Design 2, β 1i = β 1 + ν 1i , in a location-scale shift model with κ 1i ∼ U(0, 0.2). We assume β 1 = 1 and ν 1i ∼ U (−0.25, 0.25) Tables S.1 to Table S .2 present the bias and root mean square error (RMSE) for the slope parameter β 1 (τ ) in the location shift model with λ = 0.5. The summary results for other choices of λ are available upon request. While Table S We compare the performance of the QMG estimator with the instrumental variable quantile regression estimator for dynamic panel data model developed by Galvao (2011) , using y i,t−2 as an instrument for y i,t−1 . This estimator is denoted by DQR. The QMG, is computed as the simple cross sectional average of standard quantile estimators,
′ to proxy the true unobserved factors f 1t and f 2t . We do not consider other existing quantile estimators, such as the classical quantile regression estimator, the fixed effects minimum distance quantile regression estimator by Galvao and Wang (2015) , and the penalized quantile regression estimator, since all these estimators are biased when the model includes a lagged dependent variable. Therefore, we restrict our comparison to DQR, which is the only estimator in the literature proposed for dynamic panel quantile regression models. Table S .1 shows that the DQR estimator of β 1 is biased. On the other hand, the performance of the QMG estimator is excellent, with biases in general lower than 10% for T = 50, and decreasing rapidly to 1% when T = 200. In all the variations of the model considered in the table, the QMG estimator performs much better than DQR in terms of RMSE, as well. Table S .2 presents results for the location-scale shift model where β 1 (τ ) changes by quantile. We continue to see that the DQR estimator is biased and performs poorly in terms of RMSE. The performance of the QMG estimator in these variations of the model is similar to the results reported for the baseline model in Table S .1, with low biases and small RMSE. For values of T larger than 50, the bias of the proposed estimator is always negative and ranges between 0.7% and 4%, and its RMSE is substantially below that of the DQR estimator. The RMSE of QMG relative to DQR is around 30 percent for N = 100, T = 50, and falls to around 0.05 for N = T = 200. The relative efficiency of the QMG estimator is similar across all the four designs.
Normal Distribution

S.2.1. Bias and Root Mean Square Error
We expanded the simulation evidence for the slope parameter β 1 to consider different values of λ. In the online supplement we present results for λ ∈ {0.25, 0.75} considering the same designs as in Tables S.1 and S.2, with N = 100 and T = 200. We considered a moderate N and large T panel because our application in Section 4 employs a data set with 779 households and 8639 time-series observations. We see that the QMG estimator continues to perform better than the DQR estimator. We also find that the performance of the QMG estimator is invariant to the choice of λ, at least in the simulations considered thus far. We do investigate the performance of the QMG estimator in the heterogeneous case when λ i is distributed as U[0.025, 0.925] below.
We now turn our attention to the estimates of λ(τ ) and θ 1 (τ ) = β 1 (τ )/(1 − λ(τ )). Tables S.3, S.4, S.5 and S.6 show the bias and RMSE of the DQR and QMG estimators for these parameters. These four tables show results for the four different designs we consider in this section. Each table presents, in columns, the performance of the estimators at τ ∈ {0.25, 0.50} and in rows the different samples sizes and distributions for the error term. The upper block presents results when u it is distributed as N (0, 1), the middle panel shows results when u it ∼ t 4 and the lower panel presents results when u it ∼ χ and T . The DQR estimator is biased and its performance is not satisfactory in terms of both bias and RMSE. The location-scale shift case, presented in Tables S.5 and S.6, reveals similar findings. Recall that when λ increases, θ 1 increases too. For instance, while λ = 0 gives θ 1 = β 1 = 1, λ = 0.9 gives θ = 10 in our simulation experiment. Consistent with our previous evidence, we see that the performance of QMG estimator does not depend on λ when the interest is in estimating β 1 . The bias tends to increase slightly, but it is never larger than 1% for values of λ close to unity. We also find that the RMSE of the estimator of β 1 does not change with λ. On the other hand, we observe that the absolute value of the bias of the QMG estimator for θ 1 increases rapidly with λ → 1. The figure shows that the bias, in absolute value, is negligible for λ < 0.75, and it increases rapidly when λ > 0.8. Note however that the bias in relative terms is always less than 10%. We also find that the RMSE increases with λ and that the RMSE of the QMG estimator at τ = 0.25 is larger than the QMG estimator at τ = 0.50, as to be expected. . . , N . We generate data using Design 1 with N = 100 and T = 200. Consistent with our expectations, the bias and RMSE of the estimator tends to be similar to the case of homogeneous λ's, although the performance deteriorates for large values of λ = E(λ i ). We see an increase in the variance of the estimator, but the bias for θ 1 remains, in absolute value, small for E(λ i ) < 0.65. As can be seen from Figure S .1, the parameter vector (E(λ i ), β 1 ) can be estimated with small bias and excellent RMSE performance in the case of heterogeneous λ i 's, so long as N and T are sufficiently large, and E(λ i ) is not too close to unity.
Finally, we investigate the relative performance of DQR and QMG in models with and without factor structure, i.e. ∑ 2 j=1 σ γ γ ji f jt in equation (3.1). As in Figure S .1, we generate data using Design 1 with N = 100 and T = 200. In contrast with the previous design, we generate γ 1i ∼ iidN (0.5, 1) and γ 2i ∼ iidN (0.5, 1), and we set σ γ to take values in the interval [0, 1] . Naturally, when σ γ = 0, the model does not include latent factors. Figure  S .2 presents the bias and RMSE of the estimators for λ, β 1 and θ 1 . Consistent again with expectations, when equation (3.1) does not include factors, the DQR estimator offers the best finite sample performance. However, as shown in the figure, the QMG performs reasonably well even when σ γ = 0 and it offers the best performance in terms of bias and RMSE when the degree of parameter heterogeneity is not too small. 
